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ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS:
Bush greetings from Grietjie! The bush still looks great for this this time of year but the brown tinge to
the grass is returning.
Infrastructure: The maintenance teams are still busy with the road maintenance. They have filled in the
large potholes to restrict the damage and prepare them for the tar repairs should we be in a position to
do them. We have been a little delayed in preparing the final costing to repair the remainder of the
roads, and I have also been in talks with Olifants North for some possible assistance with the Darisandi
section. I am hoping to circulate the final costing in the next 2 weeks.
The team has also continued with the stone / cement gullies nest to the recently repaired sections.

The temporary gate is functioning well and the corridor fences are removed. What a difference it makes
when driving in now!
Protected Area: The MEC has finally signed our agreement and we are now a Protected Area!!! What a
long and frustrating road this has been, and I am so glad it’s over. I will continue to push LEDET and assist them where I can to get the gazette notice published. I will however collect the signed agreement as
well as the letter to the registrar of deeds so that we can proceed with the title deed endorsement. I
will communicate on this process in the near future.
Thanks to all who assisted and to you the members for committing to this valuable process.
Compliance: Further to last month’s column where I discussed this issue, we ARE NOW DECLARED and
that means we have to be absolutely compliant. In recent discussions I have had there still seems to be
a feeling amongst a few members that selective and partial compliance is an option. We have to consider all the main pillars of the appropriate legislation and fall in line. We cannot only comply with what we
like or what is convenient.
A simple example is alien vegetation. Category 1 aliens MUST be removed completely and without hesitation. River properties are feeder areas for the KNP and we must be clean of plants such as Queen of
the night and Prickly pears. A landowner told me that the Queen of the nights were “sentimental” to
him and we cannot have access to remove them! This is a contravention of the legislation and will have
to be addressed immediately.
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We have been inspecting all the CAPs properties and will also be notifying private owners of items that
need to be rectified without delay. Please give your co-operation and if you are unsure about any issue
related to compliance please email me directly. We are happy to assist with all these issues.
Please also re-read the GLUBR section of our constitution and do a self-check to make sure all your
building/s are compliant. Please also note that plans for ANY new construction need to be submitted to
the committee for approval before any construction can take place. We have had a number of instances
where building just commences and when we address it with the owner, we get told that “I wasn’t
aware I needed to submit plans to the committee”.
Our light pollution inspection will be commencing in the middle of March and we will notify those in
writing about lights that need to be sorted out. Thanks to the CAPs properties for the way they have
sorted out the issues pointed out to them thus far. In general, the reserve is looking way better than a
few years ago, well done Grietjie!!!
Speeding: Unfortunately, this issue has raised its head again, with Jan Caspers catching a number of
speeders! The highest speed recorded with the radar gun is 71km/h by a contractor! Sadly, we also have
a few owners that also feel they are above the speed limit and we have one case where he is a constant
offender. He also makes a point of letting Jan know how he feels on most occasions.
There has been a number of small animals killed on our roads lately and this very sad to see, considering
we have all decided overwhelmingly to be a Nature Reserve. With the precedent set a number of
months back in the high court, allowing residential estates or similar to enforce their speed restrictions
with enforceable financial fines, we will be following the necessary steps to do so on Grietjie also. Section 47 of the Protected Areas act also allows the Management Authority the ability to deny access to
the Protected Area. Therefore, repeat offenders that are not landowners such suppliers and contractors
can be banned from entering the Reserve. Landowners cannot be denied access but can be fined, I also
think a “name and shame” section in the newsletter might be option.
One contractor that services Olifants North has been given their final warning and have been alerted to
their potential banning should we catch them again.

Please note that the corridor fence is down and the 40km/h restriction is applicable for the entire length
of the access road from the temporary gate. Please ensure that your guests, staff, family, and contractors are aware of this. The regular speed checks will continue all over the Reserve.
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Balule: During February no rhino were dehorned and no losses or illegal entries related to poaching were
recorded. We successfully captured the wild dogs on the other side of the R40 are they are currently in a
boma within Balule. When the time is right, we will release them on Doreen. Buffalo numbers remain
good, and the large elephant herds seem to be returning to the APNR and Balule.

Holding thumbs for some late season rain!
Until next time.
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Grietjie Vice-Chairman’s Report

February 2020

Dino Seccareccia
As many of my fellow “party animals” around her are aware, 17 March is St. Patrick’s Day. Well this year
it seems that Grietjie has gotten into the spirit of this holiday. Our reserve is “wearing” lots of green
everywhere…..the wildlife generally seems to be in a jovial mood, except for some boisterous fourlegged “boys” that get into scraps to impress the “gals”…..and even the Olifants River looks like the
“surge” of a freshly poured Guinness (okay, maybe I’m the only one that sees this last one).

Anyway, as you will see in the Grietjie APO Dashboard below, we have made some good progress in our
Annual Plan of Operations (APO) in the past month. We have either completed, or implemented sustained, ongoing processes for, six key actions/objectives. Several others are close to completion and
most that remain open are on target. There are, however, a number of actions that are currently delayed past our original target date and/or at risk of not getting completed, but we are working to bring
as many of these as possible back up to speed…..at least those for which the delay is not completely out
of our hands (such as waiting for regulator actions to be performed, etc.).
Here are some key updates from the past month:


Protected Area Declaration - Grietjie is now a Protected Area! LEDET confirmed that MEC has
signed our PA declaration and is working on getting it gazetted. Title Deed endorsements will follow.



Biodiversity and Control of Invasive & Alien Species - The Grietjie Ecosystem Restoration Plan,
which includes control of alien plants, control of Indian Myna Birds and management of artificial
water sources has been updated and a draft was sent to Committee members for input. In addition, a Grietjie Firewood Policy, which includes guidance for sustainable firewood and the prevention/control of Shothole Borer Beetles, was drafted and also sent to the Committee members for
input.



New Temporary Gate and Entry System - The new gate is operational and working well. The access
control system has been moved and a new License Plate Recognition (LPR) system was installed at
the gate. Phone notifications are coming next.



CAPs Fees - The first monthly CAPs Fee invoices have been sent out, as per the process approved
by Grietjie owners through the recent e-Vote.



Entry Corridor - The electric wire was removed from the game fence on the Maseke corridor by us.
Maseke is now in the process of removing the rest of the fence (total of 4Km). We are still
awaiting a court date in order for deregistration of the road to proceed.



Municipality Rates - Based on input from an “off-the-record” meeting with a Ba-Phalaborwa official, a Special General Meeting of landowners will be held in March to discuss the value proposition (risk/benefit) of different approaches for engaging the Municipality, and to get a clear mandate from owners (by subsequent e-Vote) on how we shall proceed.
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St. Patrick has already brought us some “luck of the Irish” with the signing of our PA declaration. I just
also hope our snakes didn’t get too nervous when they saw him!

Sláinte!
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Grietjie Conservation Matters

February 2020

Freek Venter
GRIETJIE PRIVATE NATURE RESERVE
SUGGESTED LIST OF TREES AND SHRUBS FOR GARDENS
It is really very encouraging that so many Grietjie people are switching to indigenous plants and getting rid of aliens in their
gardens. Several people have also asked me for a list of indigenous trees and shrubs that can be planted in gardens on
Grietjie.
The list below covers those that are most suitable and easily grown, but does not include all the species that occur on
Grietjie. Most of the acacias and Buffalo Thorn were excluded because they are not suitable for gardens if you have children or grandchildren playing around! Some beautiful but extremely slow-growing ones have also been excluded. For a
wider list please consult the tree and shrub list that was produced by Ian Owtram’s Antares Field Guide Training Centre.
Some suggested principles for gardens


Keep it natural as far as possible. Many of the new developments have followed this principle, but the older homesteads generally have proper homemade gardens;



Eradicate aliens! Many are planted for their ornamental value and become invasive over time as they get adjusted
to their new environments. Once they have escaped they must then be eradicated at huge cost and effort. But even
non-invasive ones are like graffiti on a beautiful baobab tree. There are approximately 400 indigenous trees and
shrubs to choose from in our area and many are readily available from nurseries. Skukuza Indigenous Plant Nursery
is the best place in the Lowveld to buy beautiful indigenous plants;



Beware of nurseries that sell aliens as indigenous plants. Some nurseries sell Jambolan plum or black plum Syzygium cumini, in the place of indigenous waterberries (Syzygium species). Jambolan plum has been introduced form
Asia. It can also happen with other species;



The selection of trees and shrubs should preferably be limited to species found in the dryer parts of the Lowveld.
Yellowwoods don’t flourish in our area. No alien trees, shrubs or flowers should be planted (fruit trees usually cause
conflict with baboons and monkeys).



For flowerbeds Aloes, Impala Lilies, Spekboom (Porkbush) and Bulbines are usually the best option. Alternatively,
flowers occurring naturally in the Lowveld and the Mpumalanga and Limpopo escarpment ecosystems and adjoining river catchments should be the preferred plants if you like flowerbeds, but be aware that flowerbeds often require more water and maintenance. And porcupines love them. The species that do the best in our area are Wild
Iris Dietes grandiflora, Agapanthus and Clivia.



Lawns are very water dependent and should be restricted as far as possible or limited to Couch Grass or
“Kweekgras” (Cynodon dactylon), the preferred local grass due to its resistance to droughts, that are often seen as
hippo lawns next to the river. At my place I have inherited large lawns, but I am slowly but surely replacing it with
Couch Grass or allowing the natural veld grasses to take over.
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Suggested tree species
A good reference book to use is “Trees and Shrubs of Mpumalanga and Kruger National Park” by Ernst
Schmidt, Mervyn Lotter and Warren McClelland.
Common name

Scientific name

Tree Size

Remarks or attraction
Desiduous, fairly fast-growing and very well
adapted to Grietjie. Female trees carry
famous and nutricious fruit
Beautiful tree. Fruit attract many birds
Beautiful tree. Fruit attract many birds
Beautiful tree. Fruit attract many birds.
Common on Grietjie
Beautiful tree but do not plant where cars
park. Falling sausages can weigh several
kilos

Marula/Maroela

Sclerocarya birrea

Large

Red Ivory/ Rooi-ivoor
Brown Ivory/ Bruinivoor
Velvet Sweetberry/
Fluweelsoetbessie

Berchemia zeyheri
Berchemia discolour

Large
Large

Bridelia mollis

Medium

Sausage-tree/ Worsboom

Kigelia africana

Very large

River Bushwillow/ Vaderlandswilg

Combretum
phyllum

Sjambok Pod/ Sambokpeul

Cassia abbreviata

Medium

Beautiful yellow flowers in spring and long
pods attract many birds

Lowveld Cluster Leaf/ Sterkbos

Terminalia prunioides

Medium

Beautiful purple pods

Ximenia caffra

Medium

Red fruits that are edible

Ximenia americana

Small

Yellow or orange fruits that are edible

Wild Pear/ Drolpeer

Dombeya rotundifolia

Small

Tree Wisteria/ Vanwykshout
Cabbage-tree/ Kiepersol
Round-leaved Bloodwood/

Bolusanthus spesiosus
Cussonia spicata

Medium
Medium

Beautiful white flowers that are sweetly
scented
Beautiful purple flowers
Exceptional ornamental trees

Dopperkiaat

Pterocarpus
rotundifolius

Large

Beautiful yellow flowers

Waterberry/ Waterbessie

Syzygium cordatum

Large

Bushveld Waterberry/ Bosveld
Waterbessie

Syzygium cordatum

Large

Several species of wild fig
trees/ Wildevye

Ficus species

Medium to
very large

White Kirkia/ Witsering

Kirkia acumunata

Large

Acacia nilotica

Medium

Sterculia rogersii

Medium

Sterculia murex

Medium

Beautiful autumn colours

Maerua angolensis

Medium

Creamy-white, attractive and scented
flowers

Markhamia zanzibarica

Medium

Showy maroon flowers

Large Sourplum/ Groot
Suurpruim
Blue Sourplum/ Klein
Suurpruim

Scented-pod Thorn/ Lekkerruikpeul
Common Star-chestnut/ Sterkastaiing
Lowveld Chestnut/ Laeveld
kastaiing
Bushveld Bead-bean/
Knoppiesboontjieboom
Maroon Bell-bean /
Klokkiesboontjie

erythro-

Medium
large

Cape Ash/ Witessenhout

Ekebergia capensis

Very large

Natal Mahogany/ Rooiessenhout

Trichelia emetica

Very large
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Prefer wetter conditions

Needs occasional watering. Fruit edible and
attract many birds
Needs occasional watering. Fruit edible and
attract many birds
Some require frequent watering at first. Do
not plant near buildings, water pipes or
septic tanks. Grow fast and fruits attract
many birds
Fast growing and do very well on Grietjie’s
rocky soils. Beautiful autumn colors
Beautiful tree but have thorns and should
be planted where children do not play
Do very well on Grietjie’s rocky soils. Easily
grown from stumps or cuttings

Evergreen, fast growing and excelent shade
tree, but needs occational watering. Don‘t
plant near buildings, septic tanks or
waterpipes
Evergreen, fast growing and excelent shade
tree, but needs occational watering. Don‘t
plant near buildings, septic tanks or
waterpipes
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Recommended Shrubs

Common name
Pride of De Kaap/
Vlam van die vlakte

Scientific name

Shrub Size

Remarks or attraction

Bauhinia galpinii

Medium

Scrambling, ever-green shrub that display
beautiful red flowers for long periods

Combretum microphylum

Climber

Deciduous climber in trees or fences that
display beautiful red, sweet scenting
flowers in spring

Monkey Pod/ Apiespeul

Senna petersiana

Medium to large

Beautiful yellow flowers and pods that
attract birds

Bluebush/ Bloubos

Diospyros lycioides

Medium rounded
shrub

Dark green leaves

White-leaved Raisin/
Rosyntjiebos

Grewia bicolor

Multi-stemmed
small shrub

Yellow flowers. Abundant on Grietjie

Sandpaper Raisin/
Rankrosyntjie

Grewia flavescens

Large to medium
bush or climber

Yellow flowers. Abundant on Grietjie

Mallow raisin/ Malvarosyntjie,

Grewia villosa

Small shrub

Beautiful rounded leaves. Abundant on
Grietjie

Giant Raisin/ Groot
rosyntjie

Grewia hexamita

Medium to large
shrub

Yellow flowers and shiny green leaves.
Abundant on Grietjie

Stellar Raisin/ Sterretjierosyntjie

Grewia sulcata

Large, dense shrub

White flowers and attraction to birds and
insects

Blue Sweetberry/
Blousoetbessie

Bridelia cathartica

Large to medium
bush or scrambling
shrub

Excelent as a screening plant

Southern Chinese
Hats/ Sambreelboom

Karomia speciose

Medium to large
shrub

Blue to violet flowers that remain on teh
plant for most of the year

White Berry Bush/
Witbessie

Flueggea virosa

Small shrub

Prominent white, edible berries

Potato Bush/
Aartappelbos

Phyllanthus reticulatus

Scrambling bush

Prominent scent in the evenings
resembling cooked potatoes

Natal Guarri/ Natalkwarrie

Euclea natalensis

Medium shrub

Dark green and dense evergreen leaves

Cape Honeysuckle/
Kaapse Kanferfoelie

Tecoma capensis

Small shrub

Beautiful red flowers for long periods.
Huge attraction for sunbirds. Needs
occational watering

Climbing Num-num/
Ranknoemnoem

Carissa edulis

Dense and thorny
shrub

Beautiful white flowers and shiny leaves

Flame Climbing Bushwillow/
Vlamklimop

Sunbird Bush or Metarungia

Metarungia longistrobus

Small shrub

Beautiful yellow flowers for long periods.
Huge attraction for sunbirds. Needs a
partially shady spot and frequent
watering

Impala Lilly/ Impalalelie

Adenium multiflorum

Small succulent

Beautiful pink flowers in winter
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Reserve Manager’s Report

February 2020

Gerrie v Zyl
1) SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL.


No cases of burglary reported

2) GAME MANAGEMENT.


Animals conditions good



Good sightings of lion and most species.



All animals in good condition

3) VEGETATION.


All trees and grass are green and lush.

4) CLIMATE AND RAINFALL.


120mm Rain for February 2020 total of 515mm for the season starting at July 1
2019—30 June 2020.



Day temperatures are hot with more pleasant evening temperatures.

5) R0ADS.


Busy building gully’s next to the roads.



Graded gravel roads after the rains.

6) OTHER MATTERS.


New temporary gate functional



Please note that big portion of the Morelag corridor fence has been removed and please keep to the speed limit since it is open now.



One giraffe bull electrocuted by Eskom line at Nr40. The buffalo weavers made a nest on the pole and create a short and one line burned off
and was hanging low. I want to complement Eskom because after I
phoned Bart him and his team came out and fix the line that same
afternoon.

THANK YOU FOR ALL THE SUPPORT.
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Grietjie Rainfall and Temperatures
Ian Owtram
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WAYNE’S WORLD….
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“On a clear day you can see forever!”
Dear Grietjies,
In December 2019 we decided to spend Christmas and New Year with our family in Johannesburg. So,
on the 22nd December we boarded the Ashton’s Shuttle on the R40 at the Grietjie turn-off. What a
blessing this is to us here on Grietjie! I was fortunate to get the front passenger seat next to the driver.
And, that enabled me to have a wonderful view of the landscape as we were travelling to Hoedspruit.
It was early morning, and the bush was so beautiful, after the recent good rains that we had. Lots and
lots of tree species stood side by side, showing off their recently acquired beauty. As we moved along I
could see Mopani, Marula, Knob thorn, Red bush willow, Sickle bush and even Raison bush—to mention
but a few of the indigenous trees of our region. I was also intrigued by the many peculiar pyramidshaped anthills that we passed on our way to Hoedspruit. And I thought to myself;
How long and diligent did these little fellows have to work to construct these creations?
And then, the Blyde Mountains loomed ahead of us. And what a breath-taking sight that was. The
mountains were standing there like huge soldiers jealously guarding the Lowveld at their feet.
The rays of the early morning sun made deep purple shadows on the cliffs. Beautiful speckles of gold
and orange and dusty pink decorated the slopes of the mountain. This kaleidoscope of colours were
continuously changing, as we were moving closer. It was as if this scenery had a certain sacredness, a
mystique to it, beyond human comprehension. Here and there patches of mist were floating against
slopes, like little cotton balls, before vanishing into infinity.
From Hoedspruit we went through the tunnel and then through Ohrigstad, Lydenburg, Dullstroom and
Belfast. As the Quantum was zooming along, I had a full view of the fantastic maize and sunflower fields
of the Highveld. And as always, I was totally amazed by the beauty and diversity of our beloved country.
My nephew met us at OR Tambo airport, and the moment that we got onto the highway, we became
part of the hustle and bustle of the vibrant life in the big city. We visited the malls and shopping centres
and places of interest and for two weeks we became part of the pulsating rhythm of the city. Even late
at night, one could still hear the distant humming of the traffic on the freeway about a kilometre from
where we were staying. But, it was also a good experience. The occasional visit to the city, is also necessary. It broadened my world and it widened the boundaries of my individual life experience.
And then, on the 3rd January, it was time to go back home. We had a very good trip back with the
shuttle. And, as we went through the tunnel, and around the first bend as far as one could see, lay the
Bushveld. The place where we live, where we breathe, and where we enjoy the abundance of wildlife,
and nature, and ultimate peace of mind! The Olifants was to our left—a giant silver worm carving it’s
way through the rugged rocky landscape.

It set my heart alight!
The bush stretched out in front of us—for kilometres and kilometres. In my imagination I tried to identify the location of some of the Game Reserves and Lodges that nestle in the endless bush ahead of us.
Places like Tintshaba, Tsukudu, Mothlabetsi, Maseke—to name a few. Beautiful names that roll off the
tongue like creamed honey. And, immediately I realised the privilege that we have to stay here.
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Here on Grietjie, the troubles of the world and the country, some unintentional, and many others selfinflicted, just seem more bearable!
And yes, there are lots to be concerned about, and the phenomena of collective despondency, is ever
present everywhere. We are all worried about issues like the slumping economy and the high unemployment figures. We are all aware of the nagging, gnawing threat of our energy crisis and the never ending
load shedding every day. And now, the new looming disaster of the ever present dark shadows of Covid19 that is hanging over the world!! But, here where we live, all these issues seem a bit more distant, and
we seem to cope with them better.
The news is still the same, but it is as if our environment helps to soften the blow of the perpetual bad
tidings. It is as if there is a softness, a gentleness that help us to cope with all these issues. Here in the
bush, we receive the courage to deal with the mysteries of the world in a more amicable way.
So, let’s appreciate the opportunity to live here. Let’s be grateful to the part of this amazing environment. And most of ALL:
Let’s count our blessings every day!!
And may Grietjie always be our Safe Haven, our Happy Place, our Beacon of Hope!!! Not only for us but
also for generations to follow AD INFINITUM!

Regards,
Annelise du Plessis #69.

***
This time I am going to share a very short, but nutritious little recipe:

MIXED BERRY SMOOTHIE
1)
2)
3)
4)

500ml Full Cream (Double cream) mixed berry yoghurt
250ml Strawberries diced
125ml Blueberries or Raspberries
280ml Milk

Combine ingredients in a food mixer, and blend until smooth. Add more milk for a thinner consistency.
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My journey
3 Years ago I embarked on a journey not knowing where it would take me.
I started just out of curiosity and to see if I could make my own knife.
Tools I had next to nothing apart from a few old files and a half broken down band
saw.
But I made my first “knife” from an old saw blade. Actually it was two.
A kind of matching pair of Karambits.
They still hang in my workshop as a silent reminder as to how far I came and how very far I yet have to go.
Most of you, via this medium, the various Whatsapp groups on Grietjie or just by personal contact, know by now that I spend
most of my time, about 6 days a week, in my workshop making knives.
The hobby has grown into a fully fledged small business and I now have very happy customers all over the world. It is a great,
self paying, hobby to do.
But enough of that.
I did not start this to talk about what has been but about the new journey I have embarked on.
I decided to take the plunge and start my application for the KGSA. That is the Knifemakers Guild of South Africa.
The KGSA is one of the oldest knife makers guilds in the world and, as per the luck I have, one of the strictests.
The standards are extremely high and of the more than 6500 knife makers in South Africa only 42 are members of the guild
and you can only apply on request.
So I was very honored when they asked me if I wanted to apply for membership.
In order to apply for membership you have to make 5 submission knives.
4 Of them needs to be of your own design and one is a mandatory dagger.
Designing a knife is not a problem.
A piece of steel with a sharp end and a handle on the other and a sharp edge inbetween.
That is the easy part.
Fit and finish. That is the name of the game.
Each knife gets scrutinised and scored by a panel of 3 top knife makers in the country.
Each knife needs to have at least a 75% score or else you fail.
Fit and finish is where most of the applicants fail on.
But I designed my knives and am already busy with making them.
I finished 3 of the knives and still have to design and make one more and then of course the mandatory knife.
In total that is about 1.5 months of work already.
The first of the knives I finished is a Bowie knife.
The knife that won the west and is modelled after the knife of Jim Bowie that fought at the Alamo (although nobody really
knows how it exactly looked like).
The second knife I finished is a straight backed fighting knife.
I just love this design because of the simple clean lines.
Perfectly balanced with a double cutting edge.
My third knife is an Indo- Persian fighting dagger.
This one was a mission and a half to get right because of all the curves but eventually it came right and I just love it.
So far so good and it has been tremendous fun pushing myself to where I have never been before. To see what I have learn
and taught myself could culminate in some blades surpassing even my expectations.
I still have two months to build my other two knives before I have them send for evaluation and in the meantime I am just
enjoying the processnand if I make the cut I can say: “These great knives were made on Grietjie Private Nature Reserve.”

Michel Zwaan
Plot 77
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The 1st One

Bowie

Fighter

Indo—Persian
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Please contact me to view and purchase our amazing products.
Consultant: Odette Dart
Cell Nr: 0824500971
Email: dartodette@gmail.com
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